
COMMISSION 
From configuring and starting new equipment 
to retro-commissioning old equipment, you’ll 
have the performance data you need to get it 
dialed in faster and more accurately.

SENSI PREDICT 
After commissioning with 
measureQuick, a set of 
10 leave behind sensors 
monitors the system 
operation for faults or 
irregular operation.

OPTIMIZE 
The effective management of systems 
requires the ability to identify and 
implement every possible opportunity 
for increased system efficiency. 

MONITOR 
With 10 smart sensors, Sensi Predict keeps 
the health of your home’s HVAC system at your 
fingertips, eliminating downtime, keeping you 
ahead of problems before they develop. 

MAINTAIN 
Your systems need to run consistently and flawlessly. 
We’re helping to redefine uptime with a smarter 
approach to ongoing maintenance, planned upgrades 
and a more sophisticated vision of the future.
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Intelligent Monitoring  
AND SERVICE FOR TODAY’S TECHNICIANS

Sensi Predict™ runs flawlessly with the measureQuick® operating system allowing 
for unprecedented connectivity to tools, data, workflows and must-have performance 
benchmarks. Know what’s wrong before your truck rolls out the door.

Faster Service with Consistent Outcomes
After repair, use measureQuick to return the system to the benchmarked operation.  
This assures the equipment is running when your technician leaves as well as the day  
it was commissioned.

Combined, Sensi Predict™ and 
measureQuick Put You in Complete 
Control of Truly Smart Maintenance

Measurement Science at Work



Search measureQuick HVAC in the app store

Use Your Favorite Tools Visually Check Operation Quickly Determine Faults
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Measurement Science at Work

ENTERPRISE  
Contact for pricing

PREMIER 
$5/System/Year

PROFESSIONAL 
FreeMEASUREQUICK PRODUCT OFFERING

Intuitive User Interfaces 

Standard MQ Report Generation

Integrated Diagnostics 

Equipment Performance Calculations 

Free System Credit with Each Sensi Predict System Installation*

Company Branded Reports

Unlimited Projects Per System

Unlimited System Access for a Full 365 Days

ServiceTitan® Integration

Cloud Storage of Equipment Information, Benchmarks, Profiles & Reports

Company and Technician Management of Cloud Services

Unlimited System Remote Data Streaming Through Virtuoso™  

+50,000 Tests Year

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

Introducing measureQuick HVAC 
THE PREMIERE APP FOR HVAC COMMISSIONING & SERVICE 

measureQuick is measurement science at work! It’s a comprehensive application 
that: collects measurements, aggregates data, diagnosis faults, analyzes systems, 
and educates technicians. Works with the most popular Bluetooth tools from many 
manufacturers. Improve quality and eliminate callbacks. Build an internal support 
system with Virtuoso, our remote data viewing feature.

measureQuick ensures the commissioning process is performed correctly initially 
and at all future service. This combination leads to new market opportunities and 
increased revenues per ticket, new equipment sales and service contracts. From 
your best tech to the greenhorn new on the job your outcome will always be positive. 
measureQuick forever changes the way that service work is done.

Measurement Science at Work


